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Abstract
Cortical areas related to the information processing of binocular disparity-defined geometrical features of a surface, such as

depth, orientation and shape are examined by functional magnetic resonance imaging while subjects discriminated these three types of

geometrical feature in random dot stereograms. Results indicate that disparity-defined information of depth and that of orientation are

processed in the parietal area. Furthermore, the visual system for 3D vision in the parietal area may be organized in a hierarchical manner

and the posterior part of the right intraparietal sulcus may be involved in cognitive process of 3D vision. On the other hand, disparity-

defined shape information seems to be processed in the occipital visual areas and the crucial involvement of human LOS for this process is

suggested.

# 2004 Elsevier Ireland Ltd and the Japan Neuroscience Society. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although binocular disparity provides depth information,

we can extract additional information from depth informa-

tion. A sudden change in disparity allows us the perception

of edge, which in turn allows us to perceive a shape, as

shown by Julesz (1971) using a randomdot stereogram

(RDS). On the other hand, Gibson (1950) pointed out that a

gradual change in disparity can be perceived as a slant of a

surface, and Marr (1980) provided theoretical evidence for

this issue from a computational viewpoint. Furthermore, the

combination of the 3D surface can be perceived as a 3D
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configuration. Thus, binocular disparity conveys not only

depth information but also a more complex 3D information

for describing the 3D world. Previous imaging studies have

shown that the parietal cortex is involved in 3D vision

(Gulyás and Roland, 1994; Kwee et al., 1999; Nishida et al.,

2001; Fortin et al., 2002; Negawa et al., 2002; Tsao et al.,

2003); however, most of these studies only compared 3D

conditions with 2D conditions. Thus the cortical mechan-

isms underlying the perception of 3D information encoded

by binocular disparity, such as depth, shape and orientation,

are still unclear. To elucidate this issue, we employed RDS

as a stimulus in all tasks of this study and compared cortical

activities by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

while the subjects were extracting those geometrical

features from RDS. To compare these results with

neurophysiological data in monkeys, we will discuss
roscience Society. All rights reserved.
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functional roles of activation areas. Furthermore, these

experimental conditions allow us to discuss effects of

attention to specific 3D feature (feature-based attention).
2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Ten right-handed normal volunteers (four males, six

females; mean age, 22.6 years old; age range 21–25 years

old) participated in this study. All the subjects had normal or

corrected vision and no history of psychiatric or neurolo-

gical illness. Their ability of stereoscopic depth perception

was examined using the stereo tests (Stereo Optical,

Chicago); all subjects could discriminate a 40 s difference

in depth (the highest discrimination level in the test). Written

informed consent was obtained from each of the subjects.

This project was conducted in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Ethical

Committee of Nihon University School of Medicine.

2.2. Stimulus

RDS was used as the stimulus in the present study. The

stimulus was projected on a small screen attached to a head

coil, by a projector system specialized for our MRI machine

(Kiyohara Optics, Tokyo). The subjects viewed the screen

through a mirror placed at 458 (viewing distance, 20 cm).

The visual angle was 31.78 � 23.88 (width � height) and the

resolution of the projector was 1024 � 726 pixels

(width � height), then one pixel size of the RDS was

0.038 � 0.038. Mean luminance of the screen during

stimulus presentation was 247 cd/m2.

A disk (9.08 in diameter) or a pentagonal plate (the area is

equal to that of the disk) was presented in a form of red–

green anaglyph. The subjects wore a pair of red–blue glasses

for stereopsis (stereo cross talk was less than 3%). The

background of the stimulus was consisted of random dots. A

fixation point (a circle of 0.248 in diameter) was presented at

the center of the screen through task and rest blocks. The

disparity of the fixation point was same as that of the

background. The center of each stimulus was presented at

0.248 in front of or behind the fixation point. The stimuli

were slanted toward the right or left at 168. There was no

overlapping in disparity between stimuli at two positions.

We used eight stimuli; two shapes (disc and pentagon), two

levels of disparities (in front of and behind the fixation point)

and two slants (toward the right and left). In every task block

(see below) during the measurement, these eight stimuli

were presented in randomized order.

2.3. Tasks

The subjects were instructed to perform the following

four tasks. (A) Depth discrimination (DD) task: the subjects
were instructed to discriminate whether the stimulus

appeared in front of or behind the fixation point by pressing

a button switch held in both hands. (B) Orientation

discrimination (OD) task: the subjects were instructed to

discriminate whether the stimulus slanted toward the right or

left. (C) Shape discrimination (SD) task: the subjects were

instructed to discriminate whether the shape of the stimulus

was a circle or a pentagon. (D) Control task: the subjects

must press the left and right buttons alternately when the

stimulus was presented regardless of the depth, orientation

and shape of stimulus. In all these four tasks, the stimulus

was presented for every 4 s (2 s presentation). The subjects

were instructed to fixate on the fixation point during the

entire task. In the rest block, the subjects were also

instructed to fixate the fixation point in a uniformed field

(black screen).

The experiment was performed in a block design. A 32 s

task block was followed by a 20 s resting period. In one

block, the subjects performed one of the four tasks described

above. The type of task was indicated by a word slide at the

beginning of each block. Each task was administrated six

times in each session in a pseudorandomized order.

2.4. Imaging

Imaging was performed using a Siemens 1.5 Tesla whole-

body MR scanner (Symphony, Siemens). A time series of

317 scans was performed with an interscan interval of 4 s. In

each scan, 40 near axial horizontal slices of T2-weighted

gradient-echo echo-planar images (TR = 3931 ms,

TE = 50 ms, FA = 908) were collected (slice thickness,

3 mm; gapless; FOV, 192 mm; matrix, 64 � 64).

2.5. Data analysis

Volumes were acquired continuously; the first five

volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration

effects. To allow for a precise co-registration of functional

data, a separate T1-weighted echo-planar image was

acquired covering the whole volume. Pre-processing steps

were implemented using statistical parametric mapping

(SPM99, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology,

London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Functional

volumes were realigned, corrected for movement-related

effects, spatially normalized to an EPI template [Montreal

Neurological Institute (NMI) reference brain], an approx-

imation of canonical space, re-sampled into 2 mm cubic

voxels, and finally spatially smoothed (8 mm Gaussian

kernel).

We conducted voxel-wise statistical analysis based on the

general linear model (GLM) using SPM99. For the statistical

model, a box-car design matrix was specified using the

canonical hemodynamic response function. Images were

adjusted for global effects and low-frequency drifts were

removed with a high pass filter using low-frequency cosine

functions. A fixed-effect model was used for the group

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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analysis of data from the ten subjects. We assessed statistical

significance at a single-voxel threshold of p < 0.05

corrected for multiple comparisons and only activations

involving contiguous clusters of at least 30 voxels are

reported. All contrasts were masked with the experimental

condition versus a resting or control condition inclusively

(mask threshold, p = 0.05).

Coordinates of activation areas were listed in SPM-MNI

space and in Talairach and Tournoux atlas space (1988)

(Table 1). In order to check the location of activation area

in Talairach and Tournoux atlas space, a coordinate

transformation program (http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/

Imaging/Common/mnispace.shtml) was used. Since we

discussed results of group analysis, we compared x–y–z

coordinates of each activations with those in previous

studies for labeling activation locations in the occipital

visual cortex.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

In the DD, OD and SD tasks, the success rates were

93.0 � 7.1, 93.8 � 6.2 and 90.4 � 8.9%, respectively, and

no statistically significant difference among three tasks was

found. The reaction times for the DD task (1250 � 411 ms),

the OD task (1114 � 379), the SD task (1154 � 382 ms) and

the control task (985 � 355 ms) were not significantly

different. Thus, the differential activation pattern across

tasks was likely not caused by relative differences in the

level of attention or difficulty of the task.
Fig. 1. Areas activated in DD vs. Control and OD vs. Control. Transverse sections i

Right: area in the right IPS.
Although eye movements of subjects were not monitored

during scanning, the effect of eye movements on our results

would be excluded, since subjects were trained to keep their

gaze on the fixation spot during the task before data

acquisition and all of them showed prominent performance

in the training task. Furthermore, we used the same set of

RDS in all four tasks and instructed the subjects to press a

button switch after they perceived 3D structure even in the

control task. Thus, if there were some eye movements during

the task, the subtraction analysis may compensate the

influences of eye movement.

3.2. fMRI results

3.2.1. Comparisons with control task

In a comparison of the DD task versus the control task

(DD versus Control), the middle part of the intraparietal

sulcus (IPS) in the right hemisphere and the posterior part of

IPS in left hemisphere were activated (Table 1, Fig. 1). In the

comparison of the OD task with the control task (OD versus

Control), the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the middle

and posterior parts of IPS in the right hemisphere and the left

posterior IPS were activated (Table 1, Figs. 1 and 3). In the

comparison of the SD task with the control task (SD versus

Control), LOS and IFG in the right hemisphere were

activated (Table 1, Fig. 2).

3.2.2. Direct comparisons between tasks

In the direct comparison of the OD task versus the DD

task (OD versus DD), the left inferior parietal lobe (IPL), the

posterior part of IPS, the medial occipital gyrus (MOG) and

V3/V3A in both hemispheres were activated (Table 1,
ndicate areas commonly activated in these analyses. Left: area in the left IPS.

http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/
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Table 1

Cortical activation areas in comparison analyses among each task

Hemisphere Z score Coordinates (NMI) Coordinates (Talairach)

x y z x y z

DD vs. Control

IPS middle** R 4.09 34 �52 58 34 �48 56

IPS posterior*** L 3.55 �24 �64 52 �24 �60 51

OD vs. Control

IFG R 5.44 50 10 26 50 11 23

IPS middle** R 5.65 32 �52 58 32 �48 56

IPS posterior R 6.18 24 �66 52 24 �62 51

R 6.55 16 �70 54 16 �65 53

* R 6.24 24 �72 44 24 �68 44

IPS posterior*** L 5.99 �20 �66 54 �20 �61 53

SD vs. Control

IFG R 4.09 50 10 24 50 11 22

LOS R 3.62 42 �86 4 42 �83 8

R 4.41 34 �90 10 34 �87 14

OD vs. DD

IPL L 4.31 �46 �38 40 �46 �35 39

IPS posterior R 4.90 22 �62 50 22 �58 49

R 4.14 34 �64 38 34 �60 38

* R 4.15 24 �70 46 24 �66 46

IPS posterior L 4.19 �18 �62 62 �18 �57 60

L 5.00 �14 �74 54 �14 �69 53

MOG R 4.08 28 �82 28 28 �78 30

MOG L 3.51 �38 �66 16 �38 �63 18

L 3.87 �24 �66 38 �24 �62 38

L 4.17 �32 �74 26 �32 �70 27

V3/V3A R 3.43 34 �80 �10 34 �78 �5

R 4.24 30 �92 �2 30 �89 3

R 3.34 20 �98 4 30 �89 3

V3/V3A L 3.48 �20 �96 16 �20 �92 19

L 3.86 �18 �100 6 �18 �97 10

L 3.62 �22 �100 �2 �22 �97 3

OD vs. SD

FEF L 5.13 �24 2 64 �24 5 59

IPL R 4.34 36 �34 46 �24 5 59

R 3.41 34 �44 48 34 �40 46

IPL L 4.85 �38 �40 40 �38 �37 39

L 3.91 �30 �46 44 �30 �43 43

L 3.83 �34 �50 56 �34 �46 54

SPL R 3.58 28 �52 68 28 �47 65

IPS posterior R 5.03 14 �70 54 14 �65 53

* R 3.64 22 �76 44 22 �72 44

R 4.06 30 �78 44 30 �74 44

IPS posterior L 4.11 �12 �52 52 �12 �48 50

L 5.41 �12 �64 64 �12 �59 62

L 5.51 �12 �70 56 �12 �65 55

MOG R 3.13 40 �76 36 40 �72 37

R 4.76 42 �80 24 42 �76 26

MOG L 4.20 �30 �74 28 �30 �70 29

L 4.04 �24 �84 28 �24 �80 30

V3/V3A L 3.53 �20 �102 2 �20 �99 7

SD vs. DD

V2/V1 R 3.46 0 �84 14 0 �81 17

L 4.73 �2 �98 6 �2 �95 10

SD vs. OD

V2/V1 R 3.32 6 �92 6 6 �89 10

L 3.81 �2 �98 8 �2 �95 12

(*) Common activation area in OD vs. Control, OD vs. DD and OD vs. SD; (**), (***) common activation area in DD vs. Control and OD vs. Control.
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Fig. 2. Areas activated in SD vs. Control. Activation area was found in

LOS. Note that there is no activation in the parietal cortex.
Figs. 3 and 4). In the direct comparison of the OD task versus

the SD task (OD versus SD), the left frontal eye field (FEF),

the posterior part of IPL, IPS, MOG in both hemispheres, the

right superior parietal lobe (SPL) and the left V3/V3A were

activated (Table 1, Figs. 3 and 4). In the direct comparisons

of the SD task versus the OD task (SD versus OD) and the

SD task versus the DD task (SD versus DD), area V1/V2

located in the medial side of the occipital cortex was

activated (Table 1, Fig. 5). In the direct comparison of the

DD task versus the OD task (DD versus OD) and that of the

DD task versus the SD task (DD versus SD), no cortical

areas were found to be activated.

3.2.3. Common activation areas

We defined the loci of which x–y–z coordination of the

center was located within 8 mm as common activation areas.

In the comparisons of DD versus Control and OD versus

Control, the middle part of the right IPS and the posterior

part of the left IPS were commonly activated (Fig. 1).

Among three comparison analyses of the OD task, namely,

OD versus Control, OD versus DD and OD versus SD, only
Fig. 3. Area commonly activated in three comparison analyses of the OD task. The area commonly activated is in the posterior part of the intraparietal sulcus of

the right hemisphere (right pIPS).
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Fig. 4. Occipital visual areas activated in OD vs. DD and OD vs. SD. (a) Transverse section at level (a). (b) Transverse section at level (b). Red: activation areas

in OD vs. DD. Yellow: activation areas in OD vs. SD.

Fig. 5. Areas commonly activated between SD vs. DD and SD vs. OD. Note that the activated areas were only found in the occipital visual area V1/V2.
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the posterior part of IPS (pIPS) in the right hemisphere was

commonly activated (Fig. 3). The ranges of x–y–z

coordinates of the activation peaks were x, 22–24; y, �70

to �76; and z, 44–46, respectively. Between the two direct

comparison analyses, that is, OD versus DD and OD versus

SD, the left MOG and V3/V3A were activated commonly

(Fig. 4). The coordinates of the activation peaks of MOG

were x, �30 to �32; y, �74; z, 26–28. The coordinates of the

activation peaks of V3/V3A were x, �18 to �22; y, �100 to

�102; and z, �2 to 6. In the direct comparisons of SD versus

DD and SD versus OD, only early visual cortical areas were

commonly activated (Fig. 5).
4. Discussion

The aim of this study is to identify brain regions that are

responsible for the information processing of disparity-

defined geometrical features.

The first finding of our study is that the posterior part of

IPS in the right hemisphere (the right pIPS) was found to be

commonly activated in three comparison analyses of the OD

task, namely, OD versus Control, OD versus DD and OD

versus SD (Fig. 3). The activation of areas in IPS was

reported in previous studies (Gulyás and Roland, 1994;

Kwee et al., 1999; Nishida et al., 2001; Negawa et al., 2002;

Tsao et al., 2003) and its functional role in 3D vision was

suggested. However, these previous studies compared 3D

viewing conditions with 2D viewing conditions and, most of

them were done in passive viewing condition. Thus, it is still

unclear that areas in IPS are involved in general or specific

information processing for 3D vision. The right pIPS in our

study was identified to be activated in comparisons among

3D viewing conditions. Furthermore, the activation of this

area in OD versus DD and OD versus SD analyses imply that

this area is not related to general information processing for

3D vision because these tasks demanded the subjects to

discriminate the 3D geometrical features. It was shown that

the posterior part of IPS, which is close to our activated area,

was activated during the discrimination of a 3D structure

based on monocular cues, such as texture gradient (Shikata

et al., 2003). Thus, the right pIPS may be involved in the

cognitive aspects of 3D vision, in particular, cognitive

process of 3D surface orientation based on different kinds of

3D cues. Another interpretation is that selective attention to

specific 3D feature (feature-based attention), which was

observed in human MT and other cortical areas (O’Craven

et al., 1997; Beauchamp et al., 1997; Chawla et al., 1999; Liu

et al., 2003), enhanced the activity of this area. We checked

the time course of activation of this area, however,

modulation of activation by each task was not clear. On

the other hand, Orban et al. (1999) observed the activation of

cortical area close to the right pIPS. In their study, subjects

were required to attend to the 3D structure represented by

moving line drawings (3D structure from motion). We can

not rule out the effects of feature-based attention, however, it
is likely that the cognition of more general 3D structure

based on various cues, including binocular disparity, motion,

texture gradient, is processed in the right pIPS. Single unit

recording studies in monkeys support the idea that the pIPS

is involved in the cognitive process of 3D structure based on

various cues. In the monkey parietal cortex, we found that a

group of neurons in the caudal part of the lateral bank of the

intraparietal sulcus (CIP) represents a 3D surface orientation

based on binocular disparity (Taira et al., 2000). Further-

more, these neurons also responded to the 3D surface

orientation defined by monocular cues, such as the liner

perspective on contours (Tsutsui et al., 2001) and texture

gradient (Tsutsui et al., 2002) and were found to be related to

short-term memory and contextual decision (Tsutsui et al.,

2003). From these results, we hypothesize that neurons in

CIP play an important role not only in the perception of 3D

structures but also in cognitive functions (Tsutsui et al., in

press). Thus, the right pIPS might be a human homologue of

the monkey CIP, and physiological and anatomical

investigations of macaque CIP might provide biological

mechanisms underlying 3D perception in human.

We found the activation of the middle part of the right IPS

and that of the posterior part of the left IPS in the

comparisons of OD versus Control and DD versus Control

(Fig. 1). As described later, no parietal activations were

found in the comparison analysis of SD versus Control

suggesting that these activations may not be related to a

general attentional process. If we compare attentional

condition with non-attentional condition, we usually find

extensive activations in the frontal eye fields and the IPS.

Actually, we found strong activations in these areas even in

comparison analyses between the control task and the rest

condition as well as between DD, OD, SD and the rest

condition (not shown). In the SD task, once shape

information extracted, depth information may not be

necessary for shape discrimination process. On the other

hand, the DD task and the OD task may be still in need of

depth information for discrimination process. Thus, the

activity of the middle part of the right IPS and the posterior

part of the left IPS may be related to general aspects of depth

information processing. On the other hand, in the OD task, a

gradient of disparity must be calculated from depth

information to reconstruct a 3D surface orientation. The

right pIPS, as mentioned above, may be involved in this

process. Taken together, these results suggest that the visual

system for 3D vision in the parietal cortex is organized

hierarchically.

We observed activation in the inferior and superior

parietal lobules in the comparison of OD versus DD and OD

versus SD. In addition to these areas, activation areas were

observed in the occipital cortex, such as V3/V3A and MOG

(Fig. 4). The activation of the inferior and superior parietal

lobules (Gulyás et al., 1994; Gulyás and Roland, 1994;

Fortin et al., 2002; Iwami et al., 2002) and early visual

cortical areas in the occipital cortex (Gulyás and Roland,

1994; Backus et al., 2001; Negawa et al., 2002; Tsao et al.,
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2003) were observed in previous studies. These studies were

usually conducted to investigate brain areas that are activated

during 3D vision comparing to 2D vision, which means that

activation areas reported in these previous studies may be

involved in the general process of 3D vision. In addition to

these notions, the fact that these areas were found to be

activated in the direct comparison analyses of OD versus DD

and OD versus SD in our study suggests that these areas may

be also related to the specific aspects of 3D vision, such as

further manipulation of disparity signals to calculate a

disparity gradient. This interpretation is in line with the idea

of feature-based attention. Basically these occipital visual

areas are activated in 3D visual condition and these activities

may be modulated by attention to the specific 3D feature.

It is interesting that no parietal activations were found in

the analysis of SD versus Control. In the analysis of SD

versus Control, an area in the lateral occipital cortex of right

hemisphere (we defined this area as LOS, see below in

detail) and the right IFG were activated. The activated area

of the current study in the lateral occipital cortex has almost

the same coordinates as one of the shape-sensitive regions

identified by Denys et al. (2004) (x = 42; y = �81; z = 6).

They designated this area as LOS because it was located

around the lateral occipital sulcus. Our area is also close to

the area that originally reported as a region specified for the

processing of kinetic contours (Orban et al., 1995), and later

designated as the kinetic occipital (KO) region (Van

Oostende et al., 1997) (x = �31; y = �91; z = 0). Smith

et al. (1998) also investigated the area which is activated by

several types of motion stimulus and designated that area as

V3B (x = �26; y = �89; z = �2). More recently, Zeki et al.

(2003) reported that this area is related to the perception of

shape from not only motion but also other static cues. It is

not clear whether LOS and V3B are the same area or not, but

it may be true that the part of the lateral occipital cortex

conducts the processing of shape from various cues,

including color, motion and binocular disparity. The

functional role of the right inferior frontal gyrus is not

clear. The same area was also found to be activated in the

comparison analysis of OD versus Control, suggesting some

relation of this area with the cognition of a 3D feature

defined by disparity.

In the direct comparison analysis of SD versus DD and

SD versus.OD, only early visual cortical areas were

activated, indicating the detection of the contour of shape

is probably a role of the visual cortical areas, even though the

detection is carried out on the basis of binocular disparity.

Many previous studies showed that the right hemisphere

dominance in 3D perception (Gulyás et al., 1994; Kwee

et al., 1999; Orban et al., 1999; Taira et al., 2001; Fortin

et al., 2002; Iwami et al., 2002; Negawa et al., 2002). As

mentioned above, the right hemisphere (the right pIPS)

seems to have a specific cognitive function in the 3D vision;

however, bilateral activations in the IPS were found in most

comparison analyses. This discrepancy may be due to the

difference in the stimulus design used our present study and
previous studies. In this study, the visual stimulus of both test

and control tasks was the 3D condition, whereas most

previous studies employed the 3D versus 2D condition.
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